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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a new prototypical loss function
for training neural network models for target voice separation.
Conventional methods use paired parallel audio samples of the
target speaker with and without an interfering speaker or noise,
and minimize the spectrographic mean squared error (MSE) be-
tween the clean and enhanced target speaker audio. Motivated
by the use of contrastive loss in speaker recognition task, we
had earlier proposed a speaker representation loss that uses rep-
resentative samples from the target speaker in addition to the
conventional MSE loss. In this work, we propose a prototypical
speaker-interference (PSI) loss, that makes use of representa-
tive samples from the target speaker, interfering speaker as well
as the interfering noise to better utilize any non-parallel data
that may be available. The performance of the proposed loss
function is evaluated using VoiceFilter, a popular framework for
target voice separation. Experimental results show that the pro-
posed PSI loss significantly improves the PESQ scores of the
enhanced target speaker audio.
Index Terms: Non-parallel data, source separation, speaker
recognition, prototypical loss, speaker representation

1. Introduction
Deep learning based audio signal processing is increasingly be-
coming popular for solving the cocktail party problem [1, 2,
3, 4, 5]. A noisy signal, which is mixed by a clean and noise
signal, is used as a pair with the clean signal for training a
speech enhancement or source separation model [6, 7]. In the
training phase, the enhancement model is trained to minimize
a loss function that captures the dissimilarity between the clean
and enhanced audio pair, such as mean squared error (MSE)
between the spectrographic representations of the audio pairs.
During the inference phase, the enhancement model receives a
noisy signal as input and generates an estimated clean signal as
output.

In certain scenarios, such as processing speech on one’s per-
sonal device, one may have additional non-parallel audio sam-
ples of the target speaker whose speech needs to be separated
from an interfering speaker or noise. This task is referred to
as target voice separation, and several solutions have been pro-
posed for this problem [1, 4, 5, 8]. Pre-enrolled speaker rep-
resentations from pretrained models are popularly used to de-
rive target speaker embeddings in recent works such as deep
extractor [5], SpeakerBeam [4], and VoiceFilter [3]. In [8], a
speech encoder-decoder approach with an intermediary speaker
mask extraction module that utilizes embeddings from a refer-
ence audio of the target speaker to compute the mask. In [9],
the speaker separation and speaker encoder modules are jointly
trained to improve the utility of both parallel as well as non-
parallel data from the target speaker.

A speaker representation loss (SRL) that computes the dis-
tance between speaker embeddings derived from the enhanced
and a clean target speaker sample is proposed in [1]. This
was motivated by the use of a VoiceID loss [10] used to train
a speech enhancement network to improve the speaker verifi-
cation performance. VoiceID loss uses final output of speaker
identification network and ground-truth of speaker-ID label to
measure whether speaker information is distorted by the en-
hancement module. In terms of the representation loss, adver-
sarial training method [11] was used for training the speech
enhancement module. The discriminator generates loss flows
for the enhancement module based on decision classifying the
enhanced output as real or fake (enhanced) clean. These loss
functions are used primarily to utilize target audio information,
in addition to the MSE loss between the clean-enhanced audio
pairs.

To extend the representation loss to utilize non-parallel
and multiple samples, we propose a new protypical speaker-
inteference (PSI) loss function for training the enhancement
system. The proposed PSI loss function utilizes non-parallel
audio samples from the target speaker, interfering speaker as
well as from interfering noise during the training. The non-
parallel audio samples are not directly matched to clean signal
in spectrogram, but has some information related to clean target,
interfering speaker or noise signal. This can provide additional
information to prevent over-fitting caused by bias introduced by
clean-noisy audio pairs. We apply the proposed method to the
voice separation system for target speaker [1, 2, 3], which has
been widely researched recently for commercial products. Al-
though it can be generally applied to various audio signal pro-
cessing tasks, we apply the proposed method to the target voice
separation system in this work, since the proposed audio repre-
sentation for non-parallel samples has some shared points with
speaker-conditioning in target voice separation [1, 2]. More de-
tails will be covered in Section 2.1.

2. Target Voice Separation

A simple block schematic of a target voice separation system
is shown in the upper part of Fig. 1. Unlike blind source sep-
aration, reference information of the target speaker is given for
separating the target voice among multiple speakers. Various
types of speaker information, such as speaker audio embed-
dings [1, 3], spatial features [12], video information [13], or
facial image [2] can be used as reference features of the target
speaker. However, considering a compatibility with other audio
applications [14], we used only the audio based speaker embed-
ding as reference features in this work. The speaker embedding
is extracted from a pretrained speaker encoder, which is origi-
nally trained for the task of speaker recognition.
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Figure 1: The concept of the target voice separation and un-
paired non-parallel audio data in training

2.1. Speaker Representation Loss [1]

The SRL was proposed for measuring similarity of neural net-
work perception between clean-noisy audio pairs, instead of
measuring distance between raw spectrograms. This loss uses
high-level speaker perceptual information to reconstruct clean
spectrogram by considering the target speaker characteristic.
With various loss combinations, the SRL showed better perfor-
mance compared to the spectrogram distance loss. We extended
this approach to utilize unpaired non-parallel audio data for pro-
viding more general information for each pair during training.

As shown in the bottom part of Fig. 1, different utterances
of the same target speaker (green) can be defined as non-parallel
data. Since these data are not directly matched with the input
spectrogram, the training loss cannot be derived in the same way
as the MSE. In order to utilize non-parallel audio information
without spectrogram mixing, we extended our previous work
on SRL to incorporate information from multiple samples of
target, interfering speaker and noise.

2.2. Proposed approach

The SRL was used only for the clean-noisy audio pairs. How-
ever, in this work we extend SRL to be more general and appli-
cable to unpaired non-parallel sets as well. We propose a new
prototypical speaker-interference (PSI) loss, based on prototyp-
ical loss (PL) [15] used in the context of speaker verification, to
utilize multiple non-parallel data groups more efficiently. It can
be expected that general speaker information from multiple em-
beddings is more effective to derive precise SRL compared to
the single sample in [1]. A similar training approach to utilizing
the non-parallel set has been used for image-to-image transla-
tion [16] and voice conversion [17]. However, to the best of
our knowledge, this is the first approach proposed in the field
of neural network based spectrographic audio enhancement or
target speaker separation.

In the case of Fig. 1, a group of target speaker A utterances
(green), which are not selected for the clean sample, can be used
for finding more general target embedding in the training phase.
Additionally, interference leakage in the estimated target output
can be prevented by using general information from the non-
parallel interference set.

In the proposed PSI loss, the speaker corresponds to the tar-
get speaker and interference refers to both interfering speaker
and as well as noise. As shown in Fig. 2, it can also utilize other
noise information different from the clean-noisy audio pair set
by using embeddings from additional noise data. It has the ad-
vantage of being able to consider various noise information for

Table 1: Comparison of conventional VoiceFilter [3], with
SRL [1] and proposed PSI loss.

VF +SRL +PSI loss
Use speaker perceptual information
for loss function ?

No Yes Yes

Use an unpaired non-parallel sam-
ple for training? (except reference)

No No Yes

Use multiple audio samples for
training each audio-pair ?

No No Yes

each training pair without direct spectrogram mixing.

2.3. VoiceFilter [3]

The main feature of the proposed method is to extract speaker
embedding from the audio signal and use the distance infor-
mation in the embedding space. For embedding extraction, a
speaker encoder is required, but it takes additional cost to train
the encoder with various speaker data. For this reason, although
the proposed training method can be applied to various audio
enhancement applications, we adopted the VoiceFilter (VF) [3]
as it already has a speaker encoder for guiding target speaker
as shown in Figure 1. Therefore, speaker embeddings for non-
parallel data can be obtained by the encoder already in use with-
out additional training cost. The VF system aims to enhance
a noisy magnitude spectrogram by predicting a soft mask that
resembles only the target speaker voice. Having both target
speaker embedding from speaker encoder and noisy spectro-
gram as inputs, the original VF trains a speech enhancement
network to minimize the distance between the enhanced and
clean magnitude spectrogram of the target speaker. In order to
focus more on the novel training loss for the non-parallel set,
we followed the same model configuration as that of the origi-
nal VF [3]. For speaker encoder, we used angular prototypical
loss based model [14] with adversarial data augmentation [18],
which shows one of the best performance (1.16 % equal error
rate) on VoxCeleb1 [19] test set. Table 1 shows a brief com-
parison between the original VF, VF with SRL and VF with the
proposed PSI loss.

3. Prototypical speaker-interference loss
Let f(x;w) ∈ RD be the speaker encoder that maps the in-
put x to an embedding space of D dimensions. Here, w typi-
cally denotes the parameters of a neural network model trained
for speaker characterization or classification. With the sample
index i, the spectrograms computed from clean and estimated
audio pairs of the target speaker are denoted as xT

i and xE
i .

The speaker representation loss between pairs of clean and
estimated target speaker audio PT

i = (xT
i ,x

E
i ), where the in-

dex i denotes one such pair, is given by

LSR =
∑

i

{ β ∗DSR(PT
i ;w) + Lmse(xT

i ,x
E
i ) }, (1)

where Lmse denotes the MSE loss, and DSR denotes the
speaker distance. β denotes a constant weight (e.g. β = 0.2),
and if it is set to 0, the loss function would be the same as the
original VF. Compared to [3], we used MSE loss for spectro-
gram reconstruction instead of power-law compressed recon-
struction error for simplicity. The speaker distance is computed
as

DSR(PT
i ;w) = d( N(f(xT

i )), N(f(xE
i )) ), (2)
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Figure 2: Comparison of the conventional SRL approach and the proposed system framework with PSI loss. All speaker encoders in
the figure indicate the same single pre-trianed model.

where d(x,y) can denote any speaker dissimilarity metric be-
tween two audio samples. And N(x) denotes L2 normalization
function for embedding vector. In this work, we use a sim-
ple Euclidean distance between the normalized speaker embed-
dings derived from the clean and estimated audio samples.

To utilize non-parallel target speaker utterances, we pro-
pose to replace xT

i in the representation distance (DSR) with
a centroid of the non-parallel target speaker embeddings. The
centroid of M number of non-parallel utterances {xj,m} for a
target speaker with index j is computed as

cTj =
1

M

M∑

m=1

f(xj,m). (3)

We chose M as 10 heuristically, and randomly select non-
parallel samples for every training clean-noisy audio pair. There
was no significant difference in performance when including
the parallel target sample (xT

i ) as compared to omitting it from
computing the centroids. Then the modified speaker represen-
tation distance with the target speaker centroid (cT) is denoted
as

DT
c (PT

i ;w) = d( N(cTj ), N(f(xE
i ) ) (4)

The loss function utilizing non-parallel target utterances can be
defined by replacing DSR in Eq. 1 with DT

c . This scenario
would match the depiction in the Fig. 2 without the interfering
speaker (orange) and noise (red) parts.

In addition to the target speaker, information on the interfer-
ing speaker can be also used in the training phase. A centroid of
non-parallel interfering speaker utterances (cI) can be obtained
by Eq.2 for any chosen interfering speaker index. To measure
distance with the interfering speaker centroid, it is possible to
use the inverse masked (residual) spectrogram and triplet loss as
in [1]. However, in this work we use the prototypical loss based
method. A centroid of non-parallel interfering noise utterances
(cN) can be obtained in a similar manner.

The prototypical loss [15] is for computing distances to pro-
totype representations (or centroid) of each class, with a train-
ing procedure that mimics the test scenario. The use of multi-
ple negative classes, interfering speaker and other noise in this

work, helps to stabilise learning since loss functions can force
the target speaker embedding to be far from all negatives in a
batch, rather than one particular negative as in the case of triplet
loss [1]. As proposed in the original paper [15], squared Eu-
clidean distance is used as the distance metric between the es-
timated target embedding and centroids. For the target speaker
case it can be denoted as

ST = ‖N(f(xE
i ))− cTj ‖22 (5)

During training, each estimated target embedding is classi-
fied against 2-classes (i.e. target and interfering speaker) based
on a softmax over distances to each centroid:

DPSI = log
eS

T

eST + eSI
(6)

Here, ST is the squared Euclidean distance between the esti-
mated target embedding and the centroid of the non-parallel
target speaker utterances. And SI is the squared Euclidean
distance between the estimated target embedding and the cen-
troid of the non-parallel interfering speaker utterances. The loss
function utilizing the prototypical loss is defined by replacing
DSR in Eq.(1) with DPSI. It can be shown in the Fig. 2 right
side without the noise (orange) parts.

Additionally, we also propose to use a noise centorid for
non-parallel noise data. In the SRL work [1], we trained model
by mixing only the interfering speaker utterance without addi-
tional noise, following the typical scenario of source separa-
tion [1, 3, 6]. However, since there is an additional noise in the
real-world application, it is necessary to consider the noise in
the training phase. In this paper, we propose to use the noise set
as also a ”speaker”. It can be expected to train more noise robust
model by considering various noise information from the non-
parallel noise centroid. Our final proposed system is shown in
Fig. 2, and for the noise including case, Eq. (6) is derived with
an additional noise centroid (i.e. 3-classes with target, interfer-
ing speaker and noise). M in Eq. (3) is heuristically chosen as
30 for the noise centroid.
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Table 2: PESQ and SDR improvements of different methods
over noisy inputs (SDR : 4.73, PESQ : 1.820) containing only
interfering speaker. (TS: a Target sample, TC: a Target cen-
troid, TIS: Target and interference samples, TIC: Target and
interference centriods)

SDR (∆) PESQ (∆)
Noisy input (Before processing) 4.73 1.820
Baseline VF [3] +5.78 +0.641
+ SRL w/ parallel TS [1] +5.95 +0.679
+ SRL w/ non-parallel TC +5.98 +0.684
+ PSI loss w/ parallel TIS +6.05 +0.703
+ PSI loss w/ non-parallel TIC +6.21 +0.705

4. Experiments
4.1. Data Generation and Settings

As indicated in [1, 3], we train and evaluate our network with
VCTK dataset [20] to achieve a reliable comparison between
the conventional VF and our proposed method. Out of a total
109 speakers, we randomly select 99 and 10 speakers each for
training and validation, followed by the data generation work-
flow also referred in [3]. Hyper parameter settings are the same
as the conventional VF, except for the speaker embedding di-
mension being set to 256 based on [14].

In order to evaluate the noise robust performance, audio
events from VGG-sound dataset [21] were used for noise sam-
ples. The database was chosen due to its large scale of 310
different real-word event classes. The noise samples were ran-
domly selected followed by the train/test split from the dataset
configuration, regardless of the event class. In addition to the
inference mixing method [3], noise was additionally mixed in
the range of 0-10 speech-to-noise ratio (SNR) to clean target
source for training phase. For evaluation, two type of test sets
were generated. One contains only the interfering speaker, and
the other contains noise along with the interfering speaker. The
interfering speaker utterance and a noise sample were mixed in
same power ratio first, and then the mixed sample was added to
a target speech sample about SDR-5-level for evaluating robust-
ness on both speech interference and sound event. In addition to
the experiments described in the proposed approach, compari-
son experiments were conducted using a embeddings from par-
allel speaker/noise samples, instead of using non-parallel sam-
ple centroids in Eq. ( 3).

To extract more discriminative information form noise sam-
ples, we conducted experiments using an additional noise em-
bedding extractor [22] instead of a speaker encoder and an addi-
tional loss for noise only, but there was no significant difference
in performance improvement. Therefore, for the simplicity, we
used a speaker encoder for noise embedding extraction.

4.2. Evaluation and Results

To evaluate the performance of different VF models, we use
source to distortion ratio (SDR) [23] and perceptual evaluation
of speech quality (PESQ) [24] improvements. In both cases, a
higher number indicates a better resemblance of the estimated
utterance to the clean utterance of the target speaker. After con-
ducting experiments of the individual task for three-times, the
mean results are shown in Table 2 for noisy data with interfering
speech and Table 3 for speech inference and sound event noise.

The performance improvement was meaningful, especially
in the last row of each table when the most diverse informa-

Table 3: PESQ and SDR improvements of different methods
over noisy inputs (SDR: 5.01, PESQ: 1.957) with both inter-
fering speaker and noise samples. (TS: a Target sample, TC: a
Target centroid, TIS: Target and interference samples, TIC: Tar-
get and interference centriods, TINS: Target, interference and
noise samples, TINC: Target, interference, and noise centriods)

SDR (∆) PESQ (∆)
Noisy input (Before processing) 5.01 1.957
Baseline VF [3] +6.12 +0.592
+ SRL w/ parallel TS [1] +6.31 +0.623
+ SRL w/ non-parallel TC +6.30 +0.623
+ PSI loss w/ parallel TIS +6.62 +0.664
+ PSI loss w/ non-parallel TIC +6.70 +0.675
+ PSI loss w/ parallel TINS +6.77 +0.663
+ PSI loss w/ non-parallel TINC +6.82 +0.678

tion from noise samples was utilized as well. This is mostly
because of a practical issue in the VF system wherein the dis-
tance between the reference and target clean utterance is not
close enough, compared to distance between reference and in-
terference utterance in embedding space. Even when using a
speaker encoder, the intra-speaker distances computed on the
embeddings derived from individual samples is far less reliable
as compared to using a batch of samples. As can be seen from
the experimental results, this issue is mitigated by utilizing cen-
troids from multiple non-parallel samples, which can guide the
training process to find the right target point in the embedding
space.

Note that this improvement was achieved by only extending
a loss function under the same training data configuration and
VF structure, without any additional changes to network param-
eter. Compared to previous researches on loss functions, such
as different loss function experiments in Table 2 of [25], Table
2 of [26] and Table 1-2 of [27], our steady SDR improvements
can be meaningful considering the fact that the PESQ scores are
also improved along with SDR.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we extended the conventional target voice sep-
aration system with additional training criteria to utilize non-
parallel data for training. Experimental results show that the
most improved performance was achieved by utilizing various
non-parallel samples from target, interference speaker and noise
source. This improvement was achieved without any additional
changes to the network parameters, structures, or database used
in the popular VoiceFilter approach as our baseline setting. The
improvements were obtained only with the application of our
proposed PSI loss based distance metric utilizing non-parallel
data centroids for target, interference speaker and noise.

Our proposed loss function is not limited to target voice
separation framework, but it can also be applied to other speech-
related tasks or frameworks. Note that reason for choosing tar-
get voice separation as baseline for the proposed loss is the read-
ily available pre-trained speaker encoder for extracting target or
interference embeddings. Our proposed loss function can be
used directly without any additional modifications to network
structure in other speech enhancement tasks or even voice con-
version tasks [28] that use a speaker encoder in their training
phase.
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